SB 334 Renewable Natural Gas Advisory Committee Meeting
April 10, 2018 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Energy Trust of Oregon
Megawatt Conference Room
421 SW Oak St, Suite 300
Portland, Oregon 97204

Call-In: 1-888-557-8511 | Participant Code: 2804437

Webinar Access: https://www.connectmeeting.att.com
Meeting Number: 888-557-8511 | Access Code: 2804437

The goals of the April 10, 2018 meeting include: NW ACT introduction, improved understanding of OPUC role, update on inventory, and next steps for AC as it relates to Legislative assignment (policy concepts?).

1:00 to 1:15 Northwest Alliance for Clean Transportation (NW ACT) Introduction. Alex Schay and Connor Reiten

1:15 pm to 2:15 pm Presentation by the JP Batmale from the Oregon Public Utility Commission followed by an open discussion.

2:15 to 3:00 – Update on draft feedstock inventory, report development, perspectives write-ups and possible policy topics

There will be no field trip associated with this meeting.